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speed of sound (m/s) : [yRTsF]I/2
rotor area (m2)
meancoefficient (harmonic analysis)
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ground atmospheric pressure (mbar)
static flight pressure (mbar)
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blade radial location (m)
rotor radius (m)
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fuselage reference axis system (origin at hub axis, fig. 3(b))
blade principal inertia axes (origin at chordwise c.g., fig. 13)
chordwise blade c.g. location in xb,Yb,Z b axis system (m)
Y-axis location in xb,Yb,Z b axis system (neutral axis) (m)
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angle of attack (deg)
fuselage angle of attack (deg)
horizontal tail angle of attack (deg)
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advance ratio = V/_R
air density (kg/m 3)
standard atmospheric density (kg/m 2) = 1.225
solidity = Rc/_R 2
angle between Yb,Zb axes and yb,Zb axes (deg)
azimuth angle, measured from tail boom toward advancing side of rotor
disk (deg)
rotor rotational speed (rad/sec)
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Ames Research Center
SUMMARY
An extensive flight-test program was conducted at Aerospatiale Division Heli-
copteres to obtain data from an upgraded Gazelle helicopter with an advanced geom-
etry, three-bladed rotor. Data have been acquired on upper and lower surface chord-
wise blade pressure, blade bending and torsion moments, and fuselage structural
loads. Results are presented from 16 individual flight conditions, including level
flights ranging from 10 to 77 m/sec at 50 to 3000 m altitude, turning flights up to
2.0 g, and autorotation. Rotor aerodynamic data include information from 51 pres-
sure transducers distributed chordwise at 75, 88, and 97% radial stations. Individ-
ual transducer pressure coefficients and airfoil section lift and pitching moment
coefficients are presented, as are steady-state flight condition parameters and
time-dependant rotor loads. All dynamic data are presented as harmonic analysis
coefficients (10 harmonics per rotor revolution). This report includes information
on data reliability and also documents the rotor and airframe characteristics
required for analysis by a comprehensive rotorcraft model. The documentation
includes airfoil aerodynamic characteristics, airfoil coordinates, blade structural
and inertial properties, fuselage aerodynamics and inertial characteristics, rotor
hub geometry, and control-system properties. Computer-formatted data files and
representative input files are included with this report for use with the CAMRAD
analysis code.
I. INTRODUCTION
Advances in rotorcraft development depend on reliable data sets to validate
theoretical analyses and models. While wind-tunnel data on model or full-scale
rotorcraft provide a good approximation to flight-test data, wind-tunnel data must
be adjusted for scale effects (when applicable), wall effects, and tares before
being compared with theory. Ideally, theoretical results should be compared with
flight test data since the ultimate goal of any analysis is to predict in-flight
*Departement Recherches, Aerospatiale Division Helicopteres, Marignane, France.
behavior. However, flight-test data are generally more expensive and more difficult
to obtain than are wind-tunnel data. In addition, determining such parameters as
aircraft angle of attack and true airspeed is often difficult during flight tests.
As a result, few comprehensivedata sets documenting in-flight blade structural and
aerodynamic loads and performance exist (see for example ref. I).
A need exists for additional documentation and performance measurementsof
conventional (single main rotor) helicopters. To address this need, the French
aerospace company,Aerospatiale Division Helicopteres, conducted a series of heli-
copter flight tests. An upgraded Gazelle helicopter, the SA349/2, was modified to
collect detailed rotor blade aerodynamic and structural loads data. A single,
three-bladed, articulated, main rotor and Fenestron tail rotor characterize the
Gazelle family of helicopters. Main rotor instrumentation for this flight program
consisted of 51 blade pressure transducers (upper and lower surface), and 22 blade
strain gages measuring flap and lag bending, torsion moments, flap and lag angles,
and pitch link loads. Additional instrumentation measured forces on the main gear
box struts, and vibration of the pilot and co-pilot seats. An on-board data-
aquisition system processed all signals.
This report provides 16 individual sets of SA349/2 flight-test data acquired at
various conditions. Level flight conditions presented here range from 10 to
77 m/sec and 50 to 3000 m altitude. Also included are data collected during steady
turn maneuversup to 2.0 g, and autorotation. The pressure data are given as aero-
dynamic coefficients (pressure, normal force, and moment). The first 10 harmonics
per rotor revolution of data {aerodynamic and structural) are presented here.
Selected data from this report were correlated with a comprehensive rotorcraft
code developed at NASAAmesResearch Center (ref. 2). The code, a comprehensive
analytical model of rotorcraft aerodynamics and dynamics (CAMRAD),is described here
briefly. Blockdata files developed for the SA349/2 helicopter model and sample Job




The flight tests were performed using an experimental, research-dedicated
SA349/2 helicopter, pictured in figure I. The SA349/2 belongs to the Gazelle family
of helicopters, but differs somewhatfrom the Gazelle SA342aircraft. Figure 2
highlights the main features of the upgraded Gazelle. In addition to these fea-
tures, the SA349/2includes an on-board data acquisition system described in Section
3.B. Table I lists general aircraft information, including momentsof inertia,
geometric angles, and center of gravity location of the helicopter. The aircraft
reference axis systems mentioned in table I are shown in figure 3.
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For this flight program, the SA349/2was outfitted with an Aerospatiale
advanced geometry rotor. This fully articulated rotor included the classical Non
Articule en Trainee (dampedlag articulation) hub and three Grande Vitesse (high
speed) research blades (see Section 2.B). Table 2 details the advanced geometry
rotor characteristics. The Fenestron tail rotor, a shrouded 13-bladed rotor, has
only one control input (collective pitch control). Characteristics of the Fenestron
are given in table 3. Table 4 outlines the control system conversions for both the
advanced geometry rotor and the Fenestron. For the advanced geometry rotor, table 4
gives the relationship between blade pitch and stick displacement for collective and
cyclic pitch. For the Fenestron, table 4 gives the relationship between collective
blade pitch and pedal displacement.
2) Aircraft Aerodynamic Characteristics
The aerodynamic characteristics of a I/7 scale SA349/2 aircraft model were
measured in the Aerospatiale Marignane Wind Tunnel in France. The ratio of wind-
tunnel cross sectional area to model frontal area was less than 0.1; therefore, wall
effects were minimal on the data. However, the aerodynamic data were corrected for
strut drag. Figure 3(c) shows the reference axis system and figure 4 shows the sign
conventions used to obtain the aerodynamic characteristics. The aerodynamic coeffi-
cients are presented graphically in figure 5 for the fuselage, in figure 6 for the
horizontal tail, and in figure 7 for the vertical tail. The fuselage coefficients
are given as functions of the pitch angle (lift, drag, and pitch moment)or the
sideslip angle (lateral force, roll moment,and yaw moment). The horizontal tail
coefficients are given as a function of the horizontal tail angle of attack, and the
vertical tail coefficients are given as a function of the sideslip angle. Table 5
lists the experimentally derived equations that produced the curves shownin fig-
ures 5, 6, and 7.
3) Fenestron Performance
Figure 8 provides the Fenestron power requirements as a function of the tail
rotor thrust. The power coefficient, Cp, is plotted as a function of the thrust
coefficient, CT.
B. AdvancedGeometry Rotor
The Non Articule en Trainee hub and three Grande Vitesse blades makeup the
advanced geometry rotor. Table 2 lists the general hub and blade properties of the
rotor. The Non Articule en Trainee hub, standard for Gazelle helicopters, includes
nonlinear lag dampers. The Grande Vitesse blades, developed to improve the
understanding of rotor aerodynamics and dynamics, feature an adjustable chordwise
center of gravity, removable tips, and OA209advanced airfoils (9% thickness}.
I) Non Articule en Trainee Hubwith Nonlinear Lag Dampers
Figure 9 showsthe fully articulated Non Articule en Trainee hub. Lag dampers
for the hub have nonlinear stiffness and damping characteristics. A sketch of the
nonlinear lag damper is shown in figure 10. The lag hinge is located 0.475 m from
the axis of rotation. The lag damper, a silicon resin elastomer, provides damping
through compression (lag angle > O} or elongation (lag angle < O) of the material.
The lag angle reference line is shown in figure 10; lag of the blade toward the
trailing edge is defined as positive lag. The lag damperdisplacement, i (m), is
defined as compression or elongation of the lag damperalong the lag damperdis-
placement axis. The displacement, positive when the lag damper is compressed, is
given by the following equation,
i = [(0.1934"cos(36.4850 - 6) + 0.0542)2 + (0.1934*sin(36.4850 - 6)
- 0.1300)2] 1/2 - 0.2102 (I)
where 6 is the lag angle in deg. The stiffness and damping characteristics of the
lag damper are plotted in figure 11 for three displacement frequencies (I/rev, 2/rev
and 3/rev). Stiffness and damping are plotted as a function of lag damper linear
displacement for four different static displacement values.
2) Grande Vitesse Blades
a) General Characteristics
The Grande Vitesse blade planform and twist distribution is shown in fig-
ure 12. The twist distribution varies 11.5 ° from the root (10.4% radius) to the
first airfoiled section at 23.7% radius, varies linearly along the main portion of
the blade, and remains constant from 92.5% radius to the tip. The blade section
center of gravity (c.g.) can be varied from 24.7% to 27% of the blade chord. How-
ever, all data presented in this report were obtained using a 24.7% chord c.g.
location. Table 6 presents the Grande Vitesse blade sectional characteristics
(geometric and inertial). The blade reference axes and sign conventions for a 24.7%
chord c.g. location are shown in figure 13.
b) Rotating Blade Modes
The rotating modal frequencies of the Grande Vitesse blades were calculated
using CAMRAD, a comprehensive rotorcraft code developed by NASA (see Sec. 6). The
modes were calculated for hover, neglecting aerodynamics, at collective blade pitch
(ec) = -0.2485 °. The CAMRAD model of the blades included six bending modes and two
torsion modes. Figure 14 shows the modal frequencies as a function of rotor rpm.
In addition, the rotating modal frequencies and damping ratios of the blades were
calculated for hover using IAK40, a code developed by Aerospatiale that includes
aerodynamics. The aerodynamic model calculated induced velocities from combined
blade element and momentumtheory. The model incorporated two-dimensional airfoil
aerodynamic characteristics in the solution procedure. Figures 15(a) and 15(b) show
the modal frequencies and damping ratios as functions of the rotational speed at
ec = -0.2485° collective pitch. Figure 15(c) shows the modal frequencies as a
function of the collective pitch at 386.7 rpm.
c) OA209Airfoil Aerodynamic Characteristics
The OA209airfoil is presented in figure 16. Table 7 lists the airfoil coordi-
nates. The aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil were measured in the French
S3-ModaneWind Tunnel. Two-dimensional data were obtained for the lift, drag and
momentcharacteristics of the airfoil. Section D of Appendix II lists the airfoil
characteristics in C81 format. The lift, drag and momentcoefficients are given as
functions of angle of attack, a, and Machnumber, M, where
-180° < _ < 180°
and
0.0 < M < 1.0
The airfoil was tested over the range 0.3 < M < 0.88. Therefore, for M < 0.3, the
airfoil tables list the values at M = 0.3. Similarly, for M > 0.88, the airfoil
tables list the values at M = 0.88. The reference line from which a was measured
is shown in figure 16 as is the airfoil at an angle m -I ° . The test Reynolds
number, a function of the Mach number, is given by
Re : (8*10E6)*M
3. FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION, DATA ACQUISITION AND DATA REDUCTION
A. Aircraft and Blade Instrumentation
I) Flight-Condition Parameters
The environmental conditions of the flight tests were fully documented.
condition parameters recorded for each flight test included:
helicopter mass
altitude and velocity (indicated air speed - IAS)
static flight temperature and pressure
collective pitch stick position
Flight
lateral and longitudinal cyclic pitch stick position
tail rotor pedal position
aircraft pitch, roll and yaw
aircraft pitch, roll and yaw speed
load factor
rotor rotational speed
engine power and fuel consumption.
All stick positions were translated into pitch angles using the relationships
given in table 4. The values obtained for collective pitch were referenced to
0.75 R.
2) Grande Vitesse Blade Instrumentation (rotating)
The Grande Vitesse blade instrumentation recorded during the flight tests
included 60 pressure transducers and 30 temperature thermocouples to measure aerody-
namic loads, and 24 strain gages to measurestructural loads. The pressure taps
were KULITEabsolute pressure transducers (type LQ-30-OSO-20A). The pressure
instrumentation wasdistributed amongtwo blades in three groups of 20. The three
groups of 20 transducers each were placed along the chord (upper and lower surface)
at 75, 88, and 97%radial stations. Figure 17 shows the pressure transducer
layout. Table 8 gives the location of all functioning pressure transducers (51 out
of 60). The pressure transducers were calibrated over a range of 500 mbar to atmo-
spheric (approximately 1013mbar).
Three groups of 10 temperature thermocouples, co-located with 30 of the pres-
sure transducers, measured local air temperature during flight. The locations of
the functioning temperature thermocouples (24 out of 30) are also listed in
table 8. The thermocouples were calibrated over a range of -20 to 30°C. Each group
of pressure and temperature instrumentation, as specified in table 8, corresponds to
one blade radial station. The temperature signals were combined with the pressure
signals to computestatic pressure (see section 3.C).
Figure 17 showsthe layout of functioning strain gages that measuredblade
structural loads (16 out of 18). Figure 18 shows the location of other rotating-
frame strain gageswhich measuredpitch link loads (one gage on each blade) and
spindle loads (one gage on blade 2).
Additional instrumentation located on blade 2 measured the flap and lag
angles. The flap angle wasmeasuredusing a strain gage attached to a small flexi-
ble arm; one end of the arm was fixed to the hub and the other end contacted the
blade outboard of the flap hinge. Blade flapping caused the arm to bend, and the
strain gage measuredthe bending. The strain gage was calibrated to the flapping
angle. The lag angle was obtained using a potentiometer, which measured the lag
damperdisplacement, as shownin figure 10. The lag angle was computedusing the
relationship given in equation (I) between lag angle and lag damper displacement.
Additional blade pressure and strain gage instrumentation existed, but the
limited capabilities of the data-acquisition system prevented recording all avail-
able instrumentation in one flight test. Twotests per flight condition were neces-
sary to obtain data from all existing blade instrumentation. However, only the
first instrumentation configuration provided data for this report. Therefore,
details concerning the additional blade instrumentation are not included.
3) SA349/2 Airframe Instrumentation (nonrotating)
Nonrotating airframe instrumentation included three strain gages on the primary
rotor-control system servos, and four on the main gear box struts. Accelerometers
measuredpilot and copilot seat vertical acceleration. Figure 18 shows the location
of all nonrotating instrumentation.
B. On-board Data Acquisition
The data-acquisition system recorded flight parameters, chordwise pressure
measurementsat 75, 88, and 97%radial stations, and spanwise strain gage measure-
ments at seven radial stations. Figure 19 diagrams the data-acquisition process
during a flight test. Flight parameters were digitized by an onboard modular acqui-
sition unit (UAM). The resulting pulse code modulation (PCM)messageswere recorded
on magnetic tape.
Measurementsof the aerodynamic blade loads, blade temperatures, and structural
blade loads were transferred from the rotating frame to the nonrotating frame
through a 124-channel slip-ring. Recording each group of pressure transducers
required 60 channels; therefore, the three groups of 20 transducers were recorded in
series. An electronic commutator, switching from one group of 20 chordwise pressure
transducers to the next, recorded one group at a time for a period of 8 rotor revo-
lutions. In all, 24 rotor revolutions represents one complete data-acquisition
cycle.
Ten slip-ring channels were allocated for temperature measurements. As a
result, the temperature signals were recorded in the samemanner as the pressure
signals, according to the grouping shownin table 8. In addition to the pressure
and temperature channels, 24 other slip-ring channels transferred strain gage sig-
nals to the nonrotating frame. The rotating-frame pressure, temperature, and strain
gage signals, plus the nonrotating-frame strain gage signals, were then relayed to
seven frequency-domain multiplexors. The pressure signals were recorded on four
multiplexors, five signals per unit. Three other multiplexors recorded the strain
gage signals. All multiplexing was done according to the Inter Range
Instrumentation Group standard.
C. Data Reduction
Figure 20 presents a schematic of the data-reduction procedure. Pressure
signals were low-pass filtered at 150 HZ and digitized at a frequency of
180 samples/rotor revolution. The pressure signals were then organized as time
histories of six consecutive rotor revolutions (starting from 0° azimuth). The
signals were converted into physical units, transformed into aerodynamic coeffi-
cients, and then converted to harmonic analysis coefficients (I0 per rotor revolu-
tion). This report does not provide any raw pressure data.
The pressure signals were converted into units of mbar using special data-
reduction software. Calibrating the signals to atmospheric and static-flight pres-
sures and temperatures yielded the actual physical pressures. The resulting pres-
sures were transformed into pressure coefficients, Cp, using the following equation;
Cp(r,@) = [P(r,_) - Psf]/q (2)
where q, the dynamic pressure, is given by
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1 (3)
q = 2 YPsf a
V(r,_), the velocity at the blade, is given by
V(r,_) : r + Vi[1.225/p]*SIN(_) (4)
and a, the local speed of sound, is given by
a = [yRTsf]
1/2 (5)
Integrating the chordwise pressure data provided time histories of Cn and Cm. Cn
is the component of the lift coefficient {CL) normal to the blade chord. For small
angles of attack, Cn _ CL. Figure 21 shows the relationship between Cn and CL. Cm
is the moment coefficient of the blade. Cn and Cm are provided for 75, 88, and 97%
radial stations.
A harmonic analysis performed on the time histories of C_, C_, and C_ data
H III
yielded harmonic coefficients. The first 10 harmonics of each revolution are pre-
sented {see Appendix I). Although the pressure data were acquired from blades I
and 3, all data are referenced to the blade I azimuth position, starting at zero
degrees azimuth.
Many revolutions of strain gage data were recorded; however, only one revolu-
tion of strain gage signals was reduced. The strain gage signals were converted to
harmonic analysis coefficients, 10 per rotor revolution, which were then converted
into blade bending and torsion moments. Interaction coefficients for blade weight
contributions, and flap/lag/torsion interactions were measured during the blade
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calibration phase prior to the flight test. As a result, the coupled interactions
were accounted for whenconverting the measurementsto physical units; therefore,
pure measuredmomentswere obtained. Although the strain gage data were acquired
from blades I and 3, all data are referenced to the blade I azimuth position, start-
ing at zero degrees azimuth.
4. FLIGHTCONDITIONS
The flight envelope included a wide variety of operating conditions. Condi-
tions ranged from hover to high-speed level flight, steady turning flight, and
autorotation. Altitudes ranged from 50 to 3,000 m.
From the extensive flight envelope, 16 flight points were chosen for presenta-
tion in this report and are listed in table 9. The chosen points provide ranges of
advance ratio from 0.05 to 0.36 and ranges of thrust/solidity ratio from 0.062 to
0.133 (fig. 22).
5. DATAPRESENTATION
A. Order and Content of Flight Test Data
Appendix I contains data from the selected 16 flight conditions. The 16 flight
points are ordered first by speed, next by altitude, and finally by load factor
(table 9).
All data are presented as harmonic coefficients, 10 harmonics per rotor revolu-
tion. The time history reconstruction formula is given in Section C. Although
presenting only the first 10 harmonics provides concise data, higher harmonic infor-
mation (such as acoustic data) is necessarily eliminated. For manyapplications,
the resolution of 10 harmonics (about 60 Hz) is adequate. However, for those appli-
cations requiring higher harmonic information, a magnetic tape containing a copy of
this report plus time histories of all raw pressure data (filtered at 150 Hz) is
available from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, AmesResearch
Center, Rotary Wing AeromechanicsBranch, Moffett Field, CA, 94035.
As presented in this report, each flight condition contains the following data,
in the order listed;
I. Flight Test Parameters
2. Aerodynamic Loads Data
a. Co data, 51 locations (radial and chordwise)
b. Cn data, 3 locations (radial)
c. Cm data, 3 locations (radial)
3. Structural Loads Data
a. Blade Loads
b. Airframe Loads.
B. Flight Test Parameters
For each of the 16 data sets, a list of parameters defining the conditions for
a flight test precede the tabulated data for that flight test. Page 15 of Appen-
dix I shows the flight test parameters for flight test I. Six values are given for
each parameter, and each value represents an average of three consecutive rotor
revolutions. In all, the 6 values represent 18 consecutive rotor revolutions. The
flight parameters fall within one complete data acquisition cycle of 24 rotor
revolutions (as described in sec. 3.B). The reduced pressure data (6 revs per
radial station, 18 revs total) and strain gage data {I rev per radial station) also
fall within the 24 revolution cycle. Figure 23 shows the synchronization of flight
parameters, pressure data, and strain gage data.
C. Aerodynamic Loads Data
Six revolutions of pressure data (in the form of Cp, the pressure coeffi-
cient), plus the average, are presented as harmonic coefficients (10 harmonics per
revolution). Harmonic coefficients of the average C_ data were obtained by per-
forming a harmonic analysis over the entire six-revolution time history, and then
eliminating sub-harmonics.
The Cn and Cm data, derived from the C_ data, are also presented as 10
harmonic coefficients. Six revolutions of dat_, plus the average, are presented for
each radial station, beginning with 75% radius. The data from all of the pressure
taps were referenced to zero degrees azimuth before computing the harmonic
coefficients.
Time histories of Cp, Cn, and Cm data are reconstructed using the following
formula;
10
+ _-_ [An * cos(n*_) + BX = A° n
n=1
* sin(n*_)] (6)
D. Structural Loads Data
The strain gage data are also presented as harmonic analysis coefficients.
Although the strain gages were located on different blades, the harmonic coeffi-
cients were computed after referencing each gage to zero degrees azimuth. As a
result, the formula used to reconstruct time histories from the harmonic
I0
coefficients is identical to equation (6) used above to reconstruct the aerodynamic
loads data.
E. Data Reliability
As mentioned in Section 3.A.2, only data from functional transducers and gages
are presented. Otherwise, the reduced data are presented without prejudice or
alteration. However, as a result of the extensive correlation study discussed in
reference 2, qualifications regarding the accuracy and reliability of the data are
knownand provided below. This section identifies suspect data discovered during
the correlation program:
The static values of all strain gagedata in the rotating system are
suspect; calibration of the gages did not take into account the centrifugal
force, and its effects on the measurementsis unknown.
Measurementsof the flap and lag angles are suspect, particularly at high-
thrust or high-velocity conditions.
Measurementsof the pitch link loads are suspect, failing to exhibit the typi-
cal I/rev oscillatory behavior.
Time histories of the momentcoefficient are suspect, perhaps resulting
from an insufficient density of chordwise pressure transducers.
Flapwise bending momentdata at 12%R are suspect for flight points 2, 8
and 14.
. COMPREHENSIVE ANALYTICAL MODEL OF ROTORCRAFT AERODYNAMICS AND DYNAMICS:
ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
A. Description of Code
This section describes the comprehensive analytical model of rotorcraft aerody-
namics and dynamics (CAMRAD). CAMRAD predicts performance and loads of various
helicopter configurations. References 3 through 7 document the CAMRAD program and
its capabilities. Predictions from this rotorcraft analysis were correlated with
selected SA349/2 flight test data (ref. 2).
CAMRAD calculates the performance, loads, noise, vibration, gust response,
flight dynamics, handling qualities and system aeroelastic stability of general
..... +^_ _ .... _ _ _H_ _n _n_1_lT_ _i_111_t_H, hin_l_ _imh_11_d. _nd
teetering rotors. CAMRAD combines structural, inertial and aerodynamic models in
its analysis. The trim operating conditions incorporate level flight, steady climb
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or descent, and steady turn. Figure 24 gives a general outline of CAMRAD'stasks
and solutions.
Engineering beamtheory provides CAMRAD'structural dynamics model. Calcula-
tions performed by this model incorporate a straight, undeformed elastic axis and
single load path. The rotor degrees of freedom include blade flap/lag bending,
rigid pitch and elastic torsion. The aircraft degrees of freedom include the six
rigid body motions, and elastic airframe motion.
The aerodynamicsmodel is based on two-dimensional, steady airfoil character-
istics. However,corrections exist in the code for three-dimensional and unsteady
effects. An empirical dynamic stall model provides corrections for high-thrust or
high-speed cases.
Three levels of aerodynamic analysis exist in CAMRAD:uniform inflow (linear
variation of inflow over the rotor disk), nonuniform inflow with a prescribed wake
geometry, and nonuniform inflow with a free wake geometry. The rotor wake is repre-
sented by discrete elements. The wake analysis includes a tip vortex rollup
model. Quasisteady aerodynamics are assumedthroughout the analysis.
B. Solution Procedure
The solution procedure is divided into two parts. One, a harmonic analysis
method, solves for the periodic aircraft motion. This motion, including rotor
motion and airframe vibration, depends on the rotor rotational speed. The second
part calculates the steady-state and slowly varying airframe motion.
Calculating aircraft trim is CAMRAD'sfirst computational task. As Fig-
ure 25(a) shows, the trim solution involves three levels of sophistication. These
levels dependon the assumedrotor wake inflow model and wake geometry. The least
sophisticated is a uniform inflow model. A nonuniform inflow model with a pre-
scribed wake geometry follows. The third level of trim analysis assumesa non-
uniform inflow model with a freely varying wake geometry. Within each level of
inflow model, CAMRADcalculates a trimmed solution (fig. 25(b)). First, the control
position and aircraft orientation are calculated based on specified operating condi-
tions. Then CAMRADdetermines the periodic blade motion, assumedidentical for all
blades, followed by rotor performance and loads.
All other calculations follow the trim task. These include calculating flight
dynamics, transient loads, noise and flutter, and are performed only if specified by
the CAMRADuser.
C. Input Requirements
Appendix 2 presents the blockdata input files developed for the SA349/2.
files documentall aspects of the aircraft required for analysis using CAMRAD
These
12
including aircraft geometry, aircraft and rotor structural properties, rotating
blade modes, aircraft and airfoil aerodynamic characteristics, etc. These files are
presented in the format required by CAMRADand are the actual files used in the
correlation program mentioned above. Definitions of all variables listed in the
blockdata files can be found in reference 6.
Appendix 3 lists two sample commandfiles for running a job. One case is for
flight condition 2, a low-speed, low-thrust condition. The other case is for flight
condition 8, a high-speed, low-thrust condition. These commandfiles specify six
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APPENDIX I: FLIGHT TEST DATA
Flight-test data for each of the 16 flight conditions are listed as follows;
I. Flight-Test Parameters
2. Aerodynamic Loads Data
a. Cp data, 51 locations (radial and chordwise)
b. Cn data, 3 locations (radial)
c. Cm data, 3 locations (radial)
3. Structural Loads Data
a. Blade Loads
b. Airframe Loads.
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APPENDIX 2: CAMRAD BLOCKDATA FILES FOR THE SA349/2




























2, KRCFE, KPMC1 . KPMS1 , KPMC2 , KPMS2
COMMON /BADATA/LFTAW, IWB, LFTDW, LFTF'W, DRGff¢_. DRGVW, DRGIW, DRGDW, DRGFW




















































DATA TITLE/4HSA54,4H2 HE,4HLICO,4HPTER,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H
1,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H


















DATA TITLB/4HSA34,4H2 HE,4HL]CO,4HPTER,4H AIR,4HFRAM,4HE ,4H
1,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H °4H ,4H ,4H ,4H ,4H
































































































CB. MAIN ROTOR BLOCKDATA FILE
BLOCK DATA SA342RI VAX
COE_ON /R IDATA/T I T LR(2B), TYPE, VT I PN, RAD I US, S IC44A, GAMMA, NBLADE, TDAM
1Pe, TDAMPC, TDAMPR, NUGC, NUGS, GDAMPC, GDAMPS, LDAMPC, LDAMPM, LDAMPR, BT IP
2,OPT IP, LINTW, TWISTL, ROTATE,OPHVIB(3) ,OPUSLD,GSB (le) ,GST (5), TAU(3),
3ADE LAY, AMAXNS, PSI DS ( 3 ), ALFDS ( 3 ), ALFRE ( 3 ), CLDSP, CDDSP, CblDSP, OPYAW, 0
4PSTLL, OPCOMP, RROOT, KHLMDA, KFLMOA, FXLMDA, FY LMDA, FtdLMDA, FACTWU, KI NTH
5, KINTF, KI NTWB, K I NTHT, K I NTVT, INFLOW(6), RGMAX, NOPB, RCPL, KFLAP, KLAG, R
6CPLS, TSPRNG, NCOLB, NONROT, H I NGE, NCOLT, KP I N, PHI PH, PHI PL, RPB, RPH, XPH,
7ATANKP( 1e ), DEL3G, MBLADE, EPMODE, MRB, MRM, MASST, X I T, EFLAP, ELAG, RFA, Z
8FA, XFA. WT I N, FTe, FTC. FTR, KT(_, KTC, KTR, CONE, DROOP. SWEEP, FDROOP. FSWEEP
o _A, RAE(31), C..uOR_,,D(3e).XAC(3e). XA(3e), ,'rWISTA(3P.,), THETZL(3B), MCORRL
A{3B) ,MCORRD (3e), MCORRM(3e) ,MRI ,Ri (51), Xi (5t) ,XC(51 ), KP2(51 ) ,MASS(5
B1),ITHETA(51) ,GJ(51),EIXX(51),EIZZ(51) ,TWlSTI (51)
INTEGER OPTIP,ROTATE,OPHVIB,OPUSLD,OPYAW,OPSTLL,OPCOMP, INFLOW,HING
1E,WTIN
REAL NUGC, NUGS, LDAMPC, LDAMPM, LDAMPR, KHLMOA, KF LMDA, K I NTH, K I NTF, KI NT
1WB,KI NTHT, K I NTVT, KFLAP, KLAG, MBLADE, MASST, KTe, KTC, KTR, MCORRL, MCORRD
2, MCORRM,KP2, MASS, I THETA
COMMON /_/1DATA/FACTWN, OPVXVY, KNW, KRW, KF'W,KDW, RRU, FRU, PRU, Fhr_, DVS, O
1LS,CORE(5), OPCORE(2), WKMODL(13) ,OPNWS(2), LHW, OPHW, OPRTS, VELB, DPHIB
2,DBV,QDEBUG,MRG, NG(3e) ,MRL,NL(3B) ,_BP(3), KRI_G, OPR1NG,F'fK_T(2) ,F'WG
3SI (2), FY/GSO(2) ,KWGT(4), KWGSI (4), KWGSO(4)
INTEGER OPVXVY, OPCORE, WKMOOL, OPNWS, OPI'N/, OPRTS, OF_BP, OPRWG
REAL KWGT,KWGSI ,KWGSO
COMMON /G1DATA/KFWG ,OPFWG, ITS, FACTWG,WGt,KX)L(2) ,R'r11_(2) ,CORE'Y_(4
1 ), MRVBWG,LDMWG,NDM/K;(36), I PWGDB(2), (7_GDB, DCIVK)(2)
INTEGER OPFWG, WGMODL
COI&,K)N / L I DATA/MHARM L, MHLOAD, MALOAD, MRLOAD, RLOAD (2e), NPOLAR, N_XGMP
1(4), klWKGMP,JWKGMP(8),MHARMN_3),MTIMEN(3 ) ,MNOISE, RANGE( 10), ELVATN( 1
19) ,AZMUTH ( le), KFAT IG, SENDUR( 18), CMAT (18), EXMAT ( 18), NPLOT (75), AXS(3
2e) ,OPNOIS(4)
INTEGER OPNOI S
DATA TITLR/4HSA34,4H2 HE,4HLICO,4HPTER,4H MAI,4HN RO,4HTOR ,4H( AD
1,4HVANC, 4HED G, 4HEOME, 4HTRY , 4HROTO, 4HR ) , 4H ,4H ,4H ,4H









DATA MRA,RAE/15, .2486, .32, .4, .48, .54,





















































































KNW, KRW, KF'W,KDW, RRU, FRU, PRU, FNW/2,4,48,48,. 8,. 8,60.,. 8/
DVS,DLS/. 1,-1./
WKMODL/1 e,2,3,3/
CORE, OPCORE/3*. 835,2,-1 . , 2,e/
OPl_WS,OPRTS, VELB, DPH I B, DBV, QOEBUG/2* 1, e,. 333, e., -1., 1eee. /
OPHW, LHW/I, 3e/






























C. TAiL ROTOR BLOCKDATA FILE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
































DATA TITLR/4HSA34,4H2 FE,4HNEST.4HRON ,4HTAIL,4H ROT,4HOR ,4H
1,4H ,4H ,4H .4H ,4H ,4H .4H ,4H ,4H






































DATA HI NGE, NCOLB, NCOLT, NONROT. EPMODE/2,4,2. e, 1e@. /
DATA blRB, MRM, MASST, X I T. MBLADE/4e. 50, e., 0. ,-1. /
DATA EFLAP, ELAG, KFLAP, KLAG, RCPLS, TSPRNG, RCPL, NOPB/2*. 4,2,e., 2,e.. 1
1. ,el
DATA WT I N, FTe, FTC, FTR, KTe, KTC, KTR/1,3*8., 3. leeee. /
DATA KP i N. PHI PH, PHI PL, RPB, RPH, XPH, ATANKP, DEL3G/1,2.0., 2.. 4,3*e.,
19.e./
DATA RFA, ZFA, XFA, CONE, DROOP, SWEEP, FDROOP, FSWEEP/. 4,2.e.. 5.e. /
DATA MR[ ,Ri/2,e., 1. ,49.e./
DATA MASS, ITHETA,EIXX,ElZZ,GJ,X! ,XC/51.1 • 17.51.2.16E-5,51=84.95,51
,,2.83,51.6.5,51','e. ,51.e./
DATA MHLOAD, MALOAD, blRLOAD/e, 0, e/
DATA RLOAD/2e*O. /
DATA MHARML, NPOLAR/-!. 2/
DATA NWKGMP,k_KGMP, JWKGMP/4* 0, e, 8 _,0/
DATA NPLOT/75*@/
































0A299 AIRFOIL AERODYNAMIC IABLE. C81 FORMAT
CL












































































































6. 6. e. e. 6. 6.
.76 .76 .76 .76 .76 .76
.86 .86 .86 .86 .86 .86
.62 .62 .62 .62 .62 .62
.62 .62 .62 .62 .62 .62
.68 .68 .68 .68 .68 .68
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
1.69 1.69 1.69 1.69 1.69 1.69
1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
.86 .86 .86 .86 .86 .86
-.66 -.66 -.66 -.66 -.66 -.66
-1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1.
--1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18
-1.26 -1.26 -1.26 -1.28 -1.26 -1.26
-1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18 -1.18
-1.812 -1.612 -1.612 -1.612 -1.612 -1.612
-.854 -.854 -.854 -.854 -.854 -.854
-.886 -.866 -.866 -.806 -.866 -.866
-1. -1. -1. -1. -1. -1.
-1.25 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25 -1•25
-1.25 -1.25 -1•25 -1.25 -1.25 -1.25
-1,16 -1,16 -1.16 -1•16 -1,16 -1.16
-.36 -.32 -.36 -.46 -.49 -.58
-.18 -.26 -.21 -.22 -.28 -.27
-.85 -.65 -.655 -.66 -.69 -.65

































145 .145 .175 19 .21 .25
47 .47
25 .25 .39 .31 .35 .41
57 .57
365 .365 .41 .44 .48 .56
.63 .63
.47 .47 .52 .56 .62 .72 .71
.69 .69
• 58 .58 .64 .68 .76 .82 .76
.73 .73
.69 .69 .75 .885 .88 .875 .79
.77 .77
.88 .88 .875 .93 .95 .995 .81
.7! .7!
.91 .91 1. 1.93 .985 .92 .69
.484 .484
1.82 1.82 1.895 1.18 1.
.495 .495
1.12 1.12 1.16 1.13 1.
.496 .496
1.21 1.21 1.29 1.11 1.
.586 .586
1.27 1.27 1.22 1,83 1.
.519 .519
1.28 1.28 1.18 1.
.546 .546
1.22 1.22 1.89 .98
.579 .579
1.15 1.15 1. .96
.612 .612
1. 1. .92 .95
.655 .655
.88 .88 .88 .93
.696 .696










• 935 .72 .575 .495
.945 .712 .584 .496
•955 .784 .598 .586
.97 .786 .687 .519
• 99 .975 .718 .627 .546
.985 .975 .715 .645 .579
• 975 .965 .726 .673 .612
• 96 .935 .741 .7 .655
•931 .98 .758 .738 .696
.98 .855 .8 .715 .673
•886 .886 .825 .856 .856 .82 .85 .71 .66
.66 .66
•8 .8 .818 .82 .847 .855 .855 .726 .681
.681 .681
.819 .819 .837 .844 .869 .88 .88 .78 .738
.730 .739
.833 .833 .85 .86 .91 .89 .89 .81 .762
•762 .762
.854 .854 .88 .89 .95 .985 .985 .84 .885
.885 .885
.878 .878 .9 .923 .99 .925 .925 ,869 .848
.846 .848
.9 .9 .931 .956 1.831 .95 .95 .98 .88
.88 .88
• 93 .93 .96 .99 1.88 .96 .96 .925 .91
• 91 .91
•954 .954 .99 1.823 1.118 .975 .975 .954 .946
•946 .946
•98 .98 1.812 1.85 1.15 .995 .995 .986 .984
•984 .984
1.812 1.812 1.937 1.869 1.169 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82
1.82 1.82




















































































































































































































































































































































-7e. 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84
1.84 1.84
-68. 1 •66 1.66 1 •66 I •66 1 •66 1 •66 1 •66 1.66 1.66
1.66 1.66
-56• 1.39 1.39 1 •39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39
1 . 39 1.39
-36. .56 .56 .56 .56 .56 .56 .56 .56 .56
• 56 •56
-24. .425 .425 •425 •425 .425 .425 .425 425 .425
.425 •425
-26. .31 •31 .31 .31 •31 .31 .31 31 .31
.31 •31
-17• .215 •215 •215 •215 •215 •215 •215 215 .215
2!5 •2!5
-2. e126 .8126 .8116 .8186 .e898 .8186 .8122 824 .824
838 .638
6166 .6166 .61 .e691 .e685 .e691 .6162 8156 .6156
624 .624
e691 .8691 .e686 .e681 .e678 .e681 .ee9 6112 .612
e162 .6162
.6681 •6681 .8e78 .e676 .e674 .8875 .e689 .8114 .622
•832 •632
.8877 .8677 .8876 •e675 .e673 .8676 .8118 .6192 .835
.65 .65
•6675 .6675 .e675 •8675 .8672 .8186 .819 .638 .66
.875 .675
.6676 .ee76 .8676 .e676 .6875 •818 .835 .655 .68
.165 .165
























.e686 .6686 .8686 .e686 .8112 .65 .685
• 165 .165
.ee9 .869 .ee9 .e893 .62 .67 .11
.177 .177
•61 •61 .9193 •6167 .63 .695 .14
.185 .185
.611 .611 .612 .614 .645 .12 •165
.218 •216
.9126 .8126 .8146 .6218 .965 .14 .18
.23 .23
8143 •6143 •8177 .837 .69
24 .24
6165 .8165 .6215 •865 .13
25 .25
6188 •6188 .6266 .165
285 •285


































27 .28518 .226 .26
21 .2525 .285 .3 .3
235 .28 .32 .325 .325
26 .31 .335 .335 .335
29 .324 .36 .36 .36
314 .362 .38 .38 .38
•292 .318 .342 .4 .4 .4 .4



















•555 . 555 .6 . 65 .7 .56 .56 . 56 . 56
•56 .56
1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1.39 1 39 1.39
1.39 1 • 39
1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 1 66 1.66
1 .66 1.66
1.842 1.842 1.842 1.842 1.842 1.842 1.842 1 842 1.842
1. 842 1 • 842
1.962 1.962 1.962 1.962 1.962 1.962 1.962 1 962 1.962
1.962 1.962
2.(}22 2.622 2.(}22 2.622 2.622 2.622 2.(}22 2 e22 2.622
2. (}22 2.622
2.ee2 2.ee2 2.ee2 2.ee2 2.ee2 2.ee2 2.(}e2 2 e(}2 2.(}(}2
2.e62 2.e62
1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 1 85 1.85
1 •85 1 •85
1.65 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.65 1 65 1.65
1 • 65 1 • 65
1.36 1,36 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 1 36 1.36
1 •36 1.36
1 •042 1 • 642 1 • 042 1 . 642 1 • 642 1 • 642 1 . (}42 1 (}42 1 •(}42
1.842 I .642
• 362 .362 .362 .362 .362 .362 .3(}2 .362 .362
.362 .362
.242 .242 .242 .242 .242 .242 .242 .242 .242
.242 .242
.132 .132 .132 .132 .132 .132 .132 .132 .132
.132 .132
.862 .662 .(}62 .662 .e62 .862 .(}62 .862 .(}62
.(}62 .662





































































































































.495 .495 .495 .495
.41 .41 .41 .41
.385 .385 .385 .385
.185 .185 .185 .185
,125 .125 .125 .125
1 .1 .1 .1 .1
885 .885 .885 .885 .885
eee6 .ee9 -.8126 -.819 -.819
8886 .8889 -.687 -.813 -.813
.eee6 .8889 -.eel -.8825 -.ee9
.e812 .6818 .ee4 .e822 -.832
.e828 .8853 -.ee4 -.865
-.87 -.87
-.8684 -.8884 .eee5 -.881 .eee5 .8848 .8852 -.83 -.885
-.887 -.887
6. e. .eee6 -.8812 .eee4 .e885 -.83 -.875 -.182
-.182 -.182
-.e812 -.6812 .8885 -.eee5 .883 .8866 -.852 -.885 -.115
-.115 -.115
-.e813 -.8813 ,e821 .eee2 .e886 -.815 -.862 -.1 -.125
-.125 -.125
-.881 -.881 .ee3 .8818 .813 -.828 -.87 -.11 -.13
-.13 -.13
-.8615 -.8815 .883 .e854 .8152 -.84 -.878 -.115 -.155
-.135 -.135
-.e822 -.8822 .e838 .8184 -.815 -.853 -.885 -.12 -.14
-.14 -.14
-.eel -.eel .8846 .8138 -.83 -.865 -.892 -.126 -.145
-.145 -.145
.8866 .e886 .ee7 .8118 -.845 -.875 -.1 -.131 -.15
-.15 -.15
.e824 .8924 .9996 -.915 -.96 -.982 -.195 -.138 -.153
-.153 -.153
.9922 .8922 -.998 -.95 -.875 -.89 -.112 -.142 -.158
- 158 -.158
-.924 -.824 -.955 -.968 -.885 -.998 -.12 -.148 -.162
- 162 -.162
-.865 -.965 -.97 -.985 -.995 -.197 -.127 -.154 -.166
- 166 -.166
-.88 -.88 -.985 -.997 -.11 -.115 -.133 -.158 -.17
- 17 -.17
-.885 -.985 -.995 -.197 -.117 -.125 -.14 -.165 -.175
- 175 -.175
-.99 -.99 -.192 -.115 -.125 -.152 -.148 -.17 -.18
- 18 -.18
-,e95 -.995 -.11 -.122 -.13 -.14 -.155 -.175 -.185
- 185 -.185


























-.166 -.166 -.12 -.132 - 142 -.157 -.168 -.185 -.194
-.194 -.194
-.112 -.112 -.125 -.138 - 15 -.165 - 175 -.19 -.198
-,198 -.198
-.118 -.118 -.128 -.145 - 157 -.174 - 182 -.195 -.292
-.202 -.262
-.125 -.125 -.135 -.148 - 165 -.182 - 196 -.2 -.207
-,267 -,267
-.132 -.132 - 141 -.156 - 175 -.19 - 195 -.266 -.211
-.211 -.211
-.14 -.14 - 15 -,166 -.185 -.199 - 284 -.212 -.217
-.217 -.217
-.15 -.15 - 16 -.176 -.196 -.268 - 212 -.217 -.22
-.22 -.22
-,16 -.16 - 171 -.187 -.268 -.215 -.219 -.223 -.225
-.225 -.225
-.172 -.172 - 182 -.2 -.22 -.225 -.227 -.23 -.23
-.23 -.23
-.185 -.185 - 195 -.213 -.235 -.235 -.235 -.235 -.235
-.235 -.235
-.365 -.365 - 365 -.365 -.365 -.365 -.365 -.365 -.365
-.365 -.365
-.41 -.41 -.41 -.41 -.41 -.41 -.41 -.41 -.41
-.41 -.41
-.495 -.495 -.495 -.495 -.495 -.495 -.495 -.495 -.495
-.495 -.495
-.56 -.56 -.56 -.56 -.56 -.56 -.56 -.56 -.56
-.56 -.56
-.6 -.6 -.6 -.6 -.6 -.6 -.6 -.6 -.6
-.6 -.6
-.61 -.61 -.61 -.61 -.61 -.61 -.61 -.61 -.61
-.61 -.61
-.565 -.565 -.565 -.565 -.565 -.565 -.565 -.565 -.565
-.565 -.565
-.45 -.45 -.45 -.45 -.45 -.45 -.45 -.45 -.45
-.45 -.45
-.325 -.325 -.325 -.325 -.325 -.325 -.325 -.325 -.325
-.325 -.325
-.31 -.31 -.31 -.31 -.31 -.31 -.31 -.31 -.31
-.31 -.31
-.33 -.33 -.33 -.33 -.33 -.33 -.33 -.33 -.33
-.33 -.33
-.4 -.4 -.4 -.4 -.4 -.4 -.4 -.4 -.4
-.4 -.4
8. e. e. 6. e. e. e. 6. e.
e. e.
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APPENDIX 3: SAMPLE CAMRAD COMMAND FILES FOR THE SA349/2 HELICOPTER
The following two command files will execute CAMRAD on a VAX computer. Each of
the files executes one CAMRAD run. The output from each command file will include
trim calculations, performance calculations, and aerodynamic and structural loads
calculations for specified blade radial stations. The blade structural model
includes six bending modes (including rigid flapping), and two torsion modes
(inlcuding rigid twist).
The first command file models condition 2, a low-speed, low-thrust condition.
Since wake interactions are strong in low speed, the most sophisticated wake model--
a nonuniform inflow, free wake model--is used in this case. The second command file
models condition 8, a high-speed, low-thrust condition. Wake interactions at high
speed are not as significant as at low speed; therefore a less sophisticated
model--a nonuniform inflow, prescribed wake model--is used. Use of a less sophisti-
cated wake model reduces computation time.
CAMRAD outputs which correspond to these sample input files are available on
the data tape mentioned in Section 5.A. Files required by the command file are as
follows:
OA209.TAB - tabulated airfoil aerodynamic tables
SA349.DAT - formatted SA349 blockdata files
SA349.OUT - output file created by CAMRAD
CAMRAD - executable CAMRAD file
I. Example command file: Flight Condition 2




&NLCASE BLKDAT,,(_,RDFI LE-e, NFRS,,-1, NFEIG,--1, NCASES-1, &ENO
kNLTRIM
EPTRIM,=.01,0PTR IM,,,,I, FACTOR,,.3 ,WEIGHT,,1985. ,
VKTS,,,57.7, LEVEL=2, DOF( 1)-6* 1, 4,9,2,1 ,DOFT,,4* 1,
RPM-,385.82, OPDENS,-3,TEMP-8. e55, DENSE-1.2e8,
COLL,,1e. 12, LATCYC-1.31, LNGCYC,---e.31, PEDAL-18.47, API TCH--e. 12,
AROLL,-1.33,
aEND
&NLRTR HINGE-e, INFLOW-1,5,0,BTIP,,,,e.99 ,NCOLB-,8,
&END





2. Example command file: Flight Condition 8
$ASSIGN OA2Og. TAB AFTABLE1
SASSIGN SA342.DAT [NPUTFILE
$DEFINE/USER MOOE SYS$OUTPUT SAle OUT
SRUN CAMRADA
&,NLCASE BLKDAT,_B , RDF I LE-,_. NFRS-,- 1 , NFE [G_-I , NCASES,-1 , &END
&NLTRIM
EPTRIM-,. el ,OPTRIM,,1, FACTOR,,. 3 ,WEIGHT-1934. ,
VKTS-,149.65, LEVEL,,1, DOF( 1)==6* 1 , 4ee, 2* 1, DOFT,,4* 1,
RPM-386.69, OPDENS,,,3, TEMP,,1.81, DENSE-,1. e68,










TABLE i.- SA349/02 HELICOPTER DATA
Design aircraft gross weight (kg): 2eee.
Design main rotor rotational speed (rpm): 387.
Design tail rotor rotational speed (rpm) 5919.e
Estimated aircraft moments of inertia (kg*m_):











Shaft cant angle (o):
Main rotor e.e
Tall rotor e.e
Horizontal toil cant angle (o): -1.e
(Relative to floor reference, positive
rearward, see Fig. 3(a))
Vertical tail cant angle (o): e.e
Aircraft CG location (m):
(for reference axis: see Fig. 3.b)
FS (Fuselage station): X = -e.e9
BL (Butt li ): =ne Y e.e
WL (Waterline) Z = -1,32
Toil rotor hub location (m):
(for reference axis: see Fig. 3.b)
FS: X = 5.86
BL: Y = e.e
WL: Z ,, -e.83
Horizontal tail aerodynamic center (m):
(for reference axis: see Fig. 3.b)
FS: X = 4.82
BL: Y = e.0
WL: Z = -1. le
Vertical tail center of action (m):
(for reference axis: see Fig. 3.b)
FS: X - 5.89
BL: Y - e.e
WL: Z - -e.13






TABLE 2.- ADVANCED GEOMETRY ROTOR DATA
Number of blades: 3




Design tip speed (m/__ec) : 212.76
Rotation direction, viewed from top: clockwise
Blade mass (kg): 39.64
Blade flap mass (moss outboard of
flap hinge) (kg): 74.67
Blade moss moment (m*kg): 112.69
(Reference: flapping axis)
Blade polar inertia (m2,kg):
(Reference: flapping axis)
- )_ (y2+z2)dm =IP e.367
IPP- JJ( - )dm - ,.286
Blade flap inertia (m2*kg): 375.59
(Reference: flapping axis)
Lock number: 4.5417
Flap hinge offset (m): e.ll
Log hinge offset (m): 0.475
Distance between log hinge and I09
damper line of action (m): e.177
Control system st i ffness (N/m) 3.eE7
Pitch bearing radial location (m): e.256
Pitch horn length (m): e.17e
Pitch link length (m): 6.326
Pitch horn cant angle (o): 11.0
Pitch link cant angle (o): 7.65
Precone angle (o): e.e
Droop angle (o): e.e
Sweep angle ('_) e.e
Feathering axis droop angl (o






























counter-clockwise (facing left side)
TABLE 4 .- ADVANCED GEOMETRY ROTOR AND FENESTRON CONTROL SYSTEM
Coltective pitch reference: 75% R:
Advanced Geometry Rotor
I ec "_" e.. cos _ I_ _" e SinP'j -- 2
Stick/ pedal Blade pitch Stick/ pedal
position (o) displacement (m)
Collective pitch
e c (e %) -e.3652 e.22
e C (10e _) 16.635
Lateral cyclic pitch
e 1 (e _) full left -6.e e.24
e I (lee _) full right 7.e
Longitudinal cyclic pitch
e 2 (e _) nose up 13.e e.29
e2 (lee _) nose down -15.e
Fenestron
Pedal
e a (e _) left -24.17 e.lel
e a (lee _) right 41.e
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TABLE 5.- SA349/02 AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
FUSELAGE LIFT COEFFICIENT: ORIGINAL PAGE IS
leeCT ' - e.4993 + e.9452sin(2_ + e.lle2sin3(20(_ OF POOR QUALITY
FUSELAGE DRAG COEFFICIENT:
lee_ = e.92 + e.3783sin(/dL ) + 9,549sin2(/_) - 4.472sin3(i/3 ) - e.4744sin(_/) + 4.158esin2(_F)
FUSELAGE PITCH MOMENT COEFFICIENT:
leec.pm - -e.e857 + e.77esin(2_.) + e.l162sin2(2kf) - e.2719sin3(2_.)
FUSELAGE LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT:
lee_f - -2.86sin (2/:_) - e.5588si_(2,_)
FUSELAGE ROLL MOMENT COEFFICIENT:
_e_= -e.el
FUSELAGE YAW MOMENT COEFFICIENT:
leeCy m - e.el - e.BB29sin(2/_3) + e.6e39sin3(2_)
HORIZONTAL TAIL LIFT COEFFICIENT:
18ec L -e.e893 + e e657=.+ 4 29Xle-4=_ 6.63x18-5=_ -7 4
= .... 5.11xle _
HORIZONTALTA,LORAGCOEFFICIENT:
,_. _,.,_,, _ _.,_,_=_,+ ,.,2_,_-4c_,÷ ,.,,_,_-s_÷ -_ 42.9eXle _r
HORIZONTAL TAIL PITCH MOMENT COEFFICIENT:
'eeCpm- e. 124 - e.es,4_iar- 6.4eXle-4=_+ 5.34Xle-5=_. B.5,x,e-7=4
VERTICAL TAlL LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT:
leeclf - -e.3787 - 2.141sin(2/_) - e.8533,in2(2f3) - 3.e35,i_ (2_)
VERTICAL TAIL ROLL MOMENT COEFFICIENT:
leec:m - -e.1145 - e.4673sin(2_)
VERTICAL TAIL YAW MOMENT COEFFICIENT:





























































_ 0000 __ _ _ _ 0 _ _ _ ___ ___ ___
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T E'MPURATUR E SPANW| SE CHLWRDW ISE SUR_ _Ct
MEASUREMENT LOCATION LOCATION LOCAIION
(_) (_)
* 75.0 85.2 LOWER
75.0 61.6 LOWER
* 75.0 42.8 LOWER
75.0 24.6 LOWER
* 75.0 9.6 LOWER
* 75.0 2.5 LOWER
75.0 e.e LEADING EDGE
75.0 2.4 UPPER
* 75.0 5.1 UPPER
75.0 8.0 UPPER
75.0 14.7 UPPER
* 75.0 19.5 UPPER






2.1 88.0 90.3 LOWER
2.2 88.0 45.4 LOWER
2.3 * 88.0 25.3 LOWER
2.4 * 88.0 10.4 LOWER
2.5 88.0 5.5 LOWER
2.6 88.0 2.5 LOWER
2.7 88.0 2.2 UPPER
2.8 86.0 8.7 UPPER
2.9 * 88.0 10.7 UPPER
2.10 88.0 15.9 UPPER
2.11 • 88.0 20.7 UPPER
2.12 * 88.0 25.6 UPPER
2.13 88.0 30.7 UPPER
2.14 * 88.0 60.2 UPPER
2.15 * 88.0 90.1 UPPER
3.1 * 97.0 90.0 LOWER
3.2 97.0 64.9 LOWER
3.3 * 97.0 44.8 LOWER
3.4 97.0 24.8 LOWER
3.5 • 97.0 9.7 LOWER
3.6 97.0 4.7 LOWER
3.7 * 97.0 1.6 LOWER
3.8 97._ 1.8 UPPER
3.9 * 97.e 4.8 UPPER
3.10 97.e 8.1 UPPER
3.11 * 97.e 10.1 UPPER
3.12 97.0 15.1 UPPER
3.13 * 97.0 20.0 UPPER
3.14 * 97.e 25.e UPPER
3.15 97.e 30.0 UPPER
3.16 97.e 40.2 UPPER
3.17 • 97.0 6e.e UPPER
3.18 * 97.e 90.1 UPPER
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TABLE 9.- LIST OF FLIGHT COND]TIONS
TEST FLIGHT ALTITUDE INDICATED AIR LOAD
NO CONDITION (m) SPEED (m/sec) FACTOR*
1 LEVEL FLIGHT 5e le
2 LEVEL FLIGHT 3ee 38
3 LEVEL FLIGHT 3ee 42
4 LEVEL FLIGHT 3_8 55
5 LEVEL FLIGHT 3ee 72
6 LEVEL FLIGHT 380 80
7 LEVEL FLIGHT 1588 55
8 LEVEL FLIGHT 1588 72
9 LEVEL FLIGHT 1588 75
le LEVEL FLIGHT 3eee 55
11 LEVEL FLIGHT 3eee 68
12 LEVEL FLIGHT 3eee 63
13 STEADY TURN 3ee 75 1.5
14 STEADY TURN 38@ 72 2.e
15 STEADY TURN 1588 65 1.4
16 AUTOROTATION 3eee 55























Figure I.- SA349/2 Gazelle Helicopter.
BI-DI R ECTIONAL_--_
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ASTAZOU XIV H \_










/ MAIN GEAR BOX
_t "i (550 kW)
/
Figure 2.- Features of the SA349/2 helicopter.
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zo
(a) Aircraft c.g. axis system.
l Z (WL) ///_
i ¢:c_
-- x _,_, t I
(b) Rotor axis system.
Zv
vWIND
(c) Wind axis system.
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Figure 5.- Fuselage aerodynamic characteristics.
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Figure 6.- Horizontal tail aero-
dynamic characteristics.
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Figure 12.- Grande Vitesse blade planform and twist distribution.
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(a).- Blade modal frequency vs rpm calculated using IAK40.
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Figure 18.- Aircraft instrumentat ion.
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Figure 20.- Data reduction process.
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(REPEAT IF WAKE GEOMETRY CHANGES)
(a) Inflow Analysis Levels
Figure 25.- Solution of
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